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Abstract 
An initial exploration into the issue of information quality evaluation across different cultural and 
community contexts based on data collected from the Arabic, English, and Korean Wikipedias showed 
that different Wikipedia communities may have different understandings of and models for quality. It also 
showed the feasibility of using some article edit-based metrics for automated quality measurement across 
different Wikipedia contexts. A model for measuring context similarity was developed and used to 
evaluate the relationship between similarities in sociocultural factors and the understanding of 
information quality by the three Wikipedia communities.  
 
 

Introduction 
There is consensus that quality is contextual and dynamic. The set of criteria that define better or worse 
quality can vary from one context to another (Strong, Lee, & Wang, 1997; Stvilia, Gasser, Twidale, & 
Smith, 2007). With growing efforts by government, business, and academia (e.g., Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, 2009; TeraGrid, 2009) to aggregate different kinds of data from different sources, there is 
an increasing need to develop a better understanding of the effects of different contextual relationships 
(cultural, social, economic) on data integration and management in general and on information quality 
(IQ) management in particular. To measure IQ effectively, it is essential to be able to model the general 
context of information use and the components of the context, and to define how changes in these 
components may affect the perceived quality. 

Research in IQ measurement aggregation is related to many long-standing and still active research 
issues in knowledge representation, information integration, and computational linguistics (e.g. Batini, 
Lenzini, & Navathe, 1986; Halevy et al., 2005). When aggregating IQ measurements from heterogeneous 
data sources from different contexts, one may need to attend to differences in the concept trees of IQ 
measurement models, vocabularies, metric functions, and measurement representations with regard to 
scale, precision, and formatting. One may also need to identify differences in the value structures, 
reference sources, and requirements for quality between the source and destination contexts. 

Culture is one of the main structures of an activity context, along with community practices and social 
and technological factors. According to activity theory (Kuutti, 1991; Leontiev, 1978), a continuous 
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feedback loop exists between an activity and its context. Cultural artifacts and factors (e.g., language, 
beliefs, norms, conventions) interact with and transform an activity and its components. A conceptual tool 
such as a quality model also could be influenced and shaped by the sociocultural relationships of its use.  

With encyclopedias in more than 150 languages and its communities—along with the logs of editorial 
and quality-assurance processes—open to the general public, Wikipedia provides an excellent opportunity 
for studying issues of cross-contextual IQ evaluation, and measurement reuse. This study examined 
community understandings and models of IQ in Arabic and Korean Wikipedias, and then compared those 
with each other and with the quality model used in English Wikipedia. The researchers also looked at 
ways of measuring differences or commonalities at different levels of the information creation context 
(e.g., culture, community) and their effects on IQ evaluations. 

 

Problem statement 
There has been a growing emphasis on the need for information reuse and integration in academia, 
government, businesses and online communities (e.g. Atkins et al, 2003; Library of Congress, 2008). At 
the same time, context sensitive information processing, service provision, and quality management 
remain important research and practical problems of information management and cyberinfrastructure 
design (Gasser, Sanderson, & Zdonik, 2007). To manage IQ effectively, it needs to be measured first. 
Each measurement, however, has a cost associated with it. Also, data managers and users may not be 
always able to assess directly the quality of information they aggregate (e.g. due to the lack of access or 
subject knowledge), and have to relay instead on quality assessments and rankings supplied by local 
information providers. For reusing or adapting quality measurements to a particular context, it is essential 
to be able to measure similarities and differences between different contexts and to understand how they 
are related to quality measurements. For example, when aggregating IQ measurements, data managers 
may need to attend not only to differences in conceptual IQ measurement models, vocabulary, metric 
functions, and measurement representations with regard to scale, precision, and formatting, but may also 
need to identify differences in value structures, reference sources, requirements and constraints in quality 
between the source and destination contexts of aggregation. Finally, identifying differences between the 
source and destination context may help determine what quality-assurance interventions will be required 
and be effective for a particular quality dimension (e.g. Completeness, Accuracy).  

Several general and information type-specific IQ assessment models have been proposed in the IQ 
literature (e.g., Bruce & Hillman, 2004; Eppler, 2003; Fallis & Frické, 2002; Stvilia, 2007; Stvilia et al., 
2007; Wang & Strong, 1996). No research has been done, however, on issues of cross-contextual quality 
measurement and measurement reusability. This study aimed to address that gap. 
 

Literature review 
The IQ of an information object can be evaluated either directly, by examining the object itself, or 
indirectly, by analyzing records of the object’s creation and mediation or use processes, and/or the 
reputation of its creator(s) (Stvilia et al., 2007).  

A number of studies have looked at the quality of Wikipedia from different perspectives. Lih (2004) 
studied Wikipedia content construction and use processes from the perspective of participatory 
journalism. Lih proposed two measures of quality: Rigor (i.e., Total Number of Edits) and Diversity (i.e., 
Total Number of Unique Editors). Emigh and Herring (2005), on the other hand, used distributions of 
linguistic features in the content of the article to compare the formality of language between two 
community-based encyclopedias (Wikipedia and Everything2) and the Columbia Encyclopedia. Stvilia, 
Twidale, Smith, and Gasser (2005) developed a model for measuring the IQ of English Wikipedia 
articles. In that study, a set of metrics was proposed that could be measured automatically. The set 
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consisted of 11 measures based on the article edit history metadata (e.g., total number of edits), as well as 
eight measures representing the article attributes and surface features (e.g., readability scores). The 
measures were then factor analyzed to extract an underlying model with seven constructs: (1) 
Authority/Reputation; (2) Completeness; (3) Complexity; (4) Informativeness; (5) Consistency; and (6) 
Volatility. Wilkinson and Huberman (2007) found a positive correlation between the number of edits and 
the quality of Wikipedia articles, after controlling for the variables of article age and popularity. Other 
studies, however, showed that the relationship between the number of edits and the quality of an article 
might not be monotonic. For controversial articles, a high number of edits could be an indicator of 
conflicts and edit wars, and could be negatively correlated with the quality of the article (Kittur, Suh, Chi, 
& Pendleton, 2007). Furthermore, as the size of the article’s editorial group increases, the cost of 
coordination can be detrimental to quality. Kittur and Kraut (2008) found that an increase in the number 
of editors had a positive effect on quality only when work was concentrated within a small group of 
editors, and had a negative impact when the work was more evenly distributed among editors. 

Human activities are mediated and transformed by artifacts, and artifacts are shaped and evolve 
through use and interaction with other components of the activity and its outer sociocultural context 
(Kuutti, 1991; Leontiev, 1978). Bryant, Forte, and Bruckman (2005) interviewed nine editors to identify 
how the sociotechnical structures, including community norms and conventions, mediated and shaped 
user activity in Wikipedia, and how the users’ motivation and roles evolved over time. Viegas, 
Wattenberg, Kriss, and van Ham (2007) revisited their earlier study and analyzed how different English 
structural variables of the English Wikipedia had evolved over time. Similar to another earlier study 
(Stvilia, Twidale, Smith, & Gasser, 2008), they found that the work coordination artifacts of Wikipedia 
had been growing and becoming increasingly sophisticated. 

The literature provides many definitions of culture (e.g. Geertz, 1973; Kroeber & Kluckhorn, 1952). 
Most often culture is defined as shared symbolic forms that people and communities use to express 
meaning and which also shape their behavior and social processes. These symbolic forms include 
language, stories, rituals, norms, beliefs, and art forms (Swidler, 1986). Also, culture is learnt through 
interaction (Axelrod, 1997; Star & Ruhleder, 1996). Whereas the above definition of culture places 
emphasis on social artifacts associated with culture, the definition of culture proposed by Hofstede 
underlines the social cognition aspect: “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes one 
group or category of people from another” (Hofstede & McCrae, 2004, p. 58). Hofstede’s name is also 
associated with a widely used model for measuring cultural differences among nations (Hofstede, 1991; 
Hofstede & McCrae, 2004). The model includes five constructed dimensions based on the results of 
large-scale surveys conducted in different countries over a period of time: (1) Power Distance Index (the 
level of the society’s endorsement and acceptance of social inequality); (2) Individualism (the degree to 
which individuals are integrated in groups—the strength of group ties); (3) Uncertainty Avoidance (the 
level to which the society protects its members from uncertainties by enacting laws, rules, security 
measures, and sets of beliefs); (4) Masculinity (the degree of difference in emotional roles among sexes); 
and (5) Long-Term vs. Short-Term Orientation (whether the society values thrift and perseverance more 
than it respects tradition and social obligation).  

A number of studies have applied Hosfstede’s cultural dimensions to Wikipedia. Pfeil, Zaphiris, and 
Ang (2006) examined possible relationships between Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and distributions of 
edit action types in French, German, Dutch, and Japanese articles on the topic “Game.” The researchers 
found that the probability of editors performing different kinds of actions in the Wikipedias was 
correlated with differences in scores on the cultural dimensions. However, because the analysis used only 
four articles on a single topic, whether this finding is generalizable to the Wikipedias is not known. In 
addition, the differences in the edit type distributions could have been influenced by noncultural factors, 
such as articles being at different stages in their life cycles.  

In addition to cultural factors, variances in the socioeconomic characteristics of Wikipedia 
communities might lead to differences in editor participation and edit patterns. Rask (2007) compared 
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participation rates in 12 different language Wikipedias with the values of the corresponding Human 
Development Indices. The author found that more developed countries exhibited a higher rate of 
participation in Wikipedias than underdeveloped countries. Like Pfiel et al. (2006), Rask too hypothesized 
that cultural factors may affect how openly editors from different cultures might express their opinions, 
and suggested that a correlation could exist between Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and the edit types in 
different versions of Wikipedia. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that cultural differences might affect the quality of knowledge 
representation artifacts. Hammwöhner (2007) looked at the consistency of cross-language article linking 
and subject categorization among English, French, German, and Italian Wikipedias. This analysis of the 
classification trees used suggested that the percentage of shared or “international” editors could be 
correlated with the level of consistency of subject classification and indexing among of the corresponding 
articles on those Wikipedias. The study did not test the significance of the correlation, however. 

In an earlier study, Stvilia and Gasser (2008) identified the following sources of IQ change: changes 
in Culture, Community, Activities, Agents, Knowledge, and Technology. Culturally related changes 
might include changes in language, norms, or conventions. In addition, interactions and relationships 
among these different levels of IQ change could be ‘many to many’. For instance, a community’s IQ 
decision making could be influenced and mediated by multiple cultures, and an activity system might use 
multiple technologies or tools. Alternatively, the same culture could be shared by many communities, and 
the same agents and tools could be shared by more than one activity system. Thus, by inference, an 
increase in the variance in these factors might lead to lower perceived quality at the local level, and 
sharing cultural, community, or technology artifacts might result in higher perceived quality at the global 
level (see Table 1).  
 
Table 1. Sources of IQ changea  

  
Culture The culture changes—what was admissible and aligned with the value system of the previous culture might 

not be admissible or interpreted in the same way in the current culture. 
  
Community The community makeup as a whole changes—it could become smaller or larger, more aligned or less 

aligned, more selective or less selective. 
  
Activities or 
Events 

New activities could be introduced that might generate new needs and uses for the information object. 
Alternatively, some of the existing activities in which the information object was used might become 
obsolete, making the related information needs obsolete as well. New events might occur that could affect 
the information object directly (e.g., initiation of a peer-reviewing or quality assessment process) or 
indirectly through its underlying entity (e.g., a country has elected a new president). 

  
Agents Changes occur in editorial groups—existing editors could leave or become inactive;  

new editors could arrive who might not be aligned with the group, might be less qualified, or might not be 
interested in contributing faithfully (e.g., trolls, spammers). 

  
Knowledge, 
Technology, or 
Tools 

The current state of knowledge changes—what was considered accurate in the past might not be accurate 
now. New technologies could be developed that might change the cost structure for activities, including 
quality assurance activities—activities that were prohibitively expensive in the past might become 
affordable now. Alternatively, a tool or technology might become less effective or efficient with the 
changed reality, or might simply malfunction.  

aStvilia and Gasser (2008). 
 

Research questions and hypotheses 
The study used the general frameworks of IQ assessment and change proposed earlier (Stvilia & Gasser, 
2008; Stvilia et al., 2007) and a literature analysis to formulate the following research questions: 
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 What quality models are used by the Arabic, English and Korean Wikipedias? 
 Is there a relationship between the quality models used by the Arabic, English and Korean 

Wikipedias? 
 Are quality evaluations or measurements transferable from one Wikipedia to another? 
 Do Wikipedia communities with more similar socio-cultural characteristics have more similar quality 

models? 
In addition, analysis of the related literature suggested that the following hypotheses be tested: 
H1: The Wikipedias have different models of quality. 
H2: The Number of Edits is positively related to quality. 
H3: The Number of Unique Editors is positively related to quality. 
H4: Wikipedias that have more similar cultural characteristics are likely to have more similar quality 
models. 
 

Procedures 
Wikipedia quality assurance work is highly dynamic and consists of at least six kinds of processes: (1) 
those that create and maintain Wikipedia articles; (2) those that evaluate the quality of an article and act 
on it directly by modifying, deleting, or changing its status; (3) those that evaluate the performance of 
Wikipedia editors and select quality assurance agents (administrators, automatic scripts [bots]); (4) those 
that identify and block malicious editors; (5) those that coordinate and manage editor activities, and 
resolve conflicts; and (6) those that build and maintain Wikipedia’s work coordination and articulation 
artifacts. A more detailed description of the Wikipedia work organization can be found elsewhere (Stvilia 
et al., 2008). 

Featured articles (FA) are identified by the community as Wikipedia’s best articles. Articles can be 
nominated as candidates for FA status by individuals or a group. Once nominated, the candidate articles 
undergo a peer review process and are voted on to determine whether they meet the Wikipedia FA 
criteria. In particular, reviewers examine the FA candidate article for compliance with Wikipedia’s FA 
criteria and comment if any problem is noted (hereafter referred to as an IQ problem). Reviewers also 
indicate their support for or opposition to promotion of the candidate article to FA status. At the end of 
the peer review process, based on the number of votes, an FA director or another administrator in charge 
of the FA process decides whether to promote the candidate to FA status. Thus, it is important to note that 
the FA promotion or demotion processes are not completely horizontal. The FA process rules and 
procedures, and in a few cases, final decisions as well, have been significantly influenced by Wikipedia 
administrators (Stvilia et al., 2008). Nevertheless, both published (formal) quality evaluation guidelines 
and, more importantly, an implicit or active model of quality exhibited through FA votes and decisions 
can shed light on a particular understanding of IQ in a Wikipedia community and the value structure for 
that IQ. 

The study used copies of the June 2008 dumps (copies) of the Arabic, English, and Korean Wikipedia 
databases. The dumps contained 37,583, 2,632,551 and 74,321 articles respectively. From each Wikipedia 
the study sampled and analyzed 1,000 random articles, 60 FA candidate articles and votes, 10 user pages, 
and FAs from each Wikipedia. The study also screen scraped edit history entries for all articles in the 
sample. Half the FA candidate vote samples contained promoted articles, and the other half included 
rejected articles. The FA samples consisted of 91 Arabic articles, 1,047 English articles, and 25 Korean 
articles. These differences in size among the FA samples were caused by differences in the total number 
of FA articles in the three Wikipedias. 
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The study was guided by activity theory (Kuutti, 1991; Leontiev, 1978), and by the model of IQ 
change developed in an earlier study (Stvilia & Gasser, 2008; see Table 1). These theories suggested areas 
and levels of variability, as well as points of interaction within and across the different Wikipedias. In 
particular, the researchers looked at how the different levels and components of the context of an 
information activity differed or coincided across the Wikipedias, and how these differences or 
commonalities were related to IQ judgments. Hofstede’s cultural dimension scores (ITIM International, 
1967–2009) for the United States, South Korea and the Arab World were used to assess pair-wise 
similarity of the Wikipedias at the cultural level. Article edit based measures (e.g. Number of Edits, 
Number of Editors, Number of Edits) can be considered as indirect representations of a Wikipedia 
community’s editorial activities. Hence, the study used article edit-based measures to evaluate similarities 
between the Wikipedias in terms of community makeup (e.g. registered vs. anonymous editors) and 
editorial activities.  

To answer the research questions and test the hypotheses, a mixed set of methods was used, including 
descriptive and multivariate statistics, content analysis, and similarity measures from the fields of 
information retrieval (Salton & McGill, 1982) and information theory (Cover & Thomas, 1991). In 
particular, to identify differences and similarities among the formal IQ models of the Wikipedias, the FA 
selection criteria and policies were examined and contrasted. Actual practices—the uses of FA criteria – 
were also examined. Logs of FA candidate votes were content analyzed to identify what virtue(s) or lack 
thereof (quality problems) Wikipedia editors referred to when promoting or rejecting a particular FA 
nomination or candidate.  

Furthermore, to identify the structure of IQ assurance activities, the set of actions performed by 
Wikipedia’s quality assurance agents (administrators) was examined. The user and discussion pages of 10 
randomly selected administrators were collected from each Wikipedia and were content analyzed for the 
IQ assurance actions requested by editors. 

To quantify the similarities or differences among the three Wikipedias similarity metrics from 
information retrieval and information theory were used. The frequencies of quality problem types found 
in each vote were normalized to 1 or 0. The edit based measures, however, evaluated related but different 
concepts (e.g., Number of Internal Links vs. Number of Edits) and certain measures also had different 
scales (e.g., Number of Adjacent Pages vs. Number of Registered Users). To compensate for these 
differences, the researchers used the Cosine Angular similarity metric, which measures the “angle” 
between vectors, rather than the distance between points, in a vector space (e.g., the Euclidean distance 
measure). Likewise, to measure similarity at the cultural level, the Cosine similarity metric was applied to 
the Hofstede’s cultural dimension scores. In addition, the Jaccard similarity metric was used to evaluate 
the degree of subject overlap among the article collections. 

In the content analysis, each researcher independently coded the data for his or her area of 
responsibility by using an open-coding procedure. The codings were compared to ensure intercoder 
reliability, and where there were inconsistencies, the researchers resolved these as a group; these 
decisions were then were incorporated into subsequent coding exercises. The resultant codes were 
iteratively clustered to develop final coding schemas (Bailey, 1994). These final schemas were then used 
to recode the samples. At the end of the analysis of the FA candidate vote logs, the researchers mapped 
the final coding schemas onto the set of IQ dimensions from the IQ measurement framework (Stvilia et 
al., 2007).  

Finally, to test the research hypotheses, multivariate statistical analysis was applied to the results of 
the content analysis of the FA candidate vote logs and the values for article edit-based quality metrics 
(e.g., Number of Edits, Number of Editors). 
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Findings 
The researchers began by looking at formal (published) policies and guidelines related to quality. The 
formal FA criteria or “quality virtues” of the Arabic Wikipedia were an exact match with the formal set of 
criteria from the English Wikipedia (see Figure 1). The Korean Wikipedia, however, had fewer quality 
dimensions. Interestingly, the Korean quality criteria set did not include the dimensions of Stability and 
Comprehensiveness/Completeness. 
 

 
Figure 1. The IQ criteria mapping (the lines are used to indicate a semantic match between the criteria; 
the red rectangles indicate that the criteria do not have semantic match in the other Wikipedia). 
 
In addition to the differences in the formal models of quality, the Wikipedias exhibited different active IQ 
models, as determined by the kinds of IQ problem claims made by FA candidate reviewers. The analysis 
of IQ problem distributions from the FA candidate votes and the relationships between the IQ problem 
types and the vote outcomes (i.e., promoted or rejected) showed statistically significant differences among 
the Wikipedias. A Kruskal-Wallis correlation test revealed that almost all the IQ problem types, with the 
exception of Neutrality and Volatility, were significantly dependent on the version of Wikipedia (see 
Table 2). 
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Table 2. Kruskal-Wallis test of dependence of the occurrence of IQ problem claim types (normalized to 
1) on the version of Wikipedia (Arabic, English, or Korean) 

 Accuracy Cohesiveness Completeness Consistency Image 
Chi-square 21.25 7.33 32.06 51.86 43.19 
df 2 2 2 2 2 
Asymp. sig. 0.000 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.000 

       
  Prose Neutrality Relevance Verifiability Volatility 
Chi-square 53.77 3.34 20.04 11.35 1.07 
df 2 2 2 2 2 
Asymp. sig. 0.000 0.189 0.000 0.003 0.586 

 
In addition, the Wikipedias differed in their value structures for quality. A binary logistic regression 

(logit) of the quality problem types on the outcomes of the FA candidate votes revealed that the 
Wikipedias appeared to place importance on different quality virtues or the lack of those virtues. The logit 
model for the Arabic Wikipedia (model fit likelihood ratio: χ2 = 16.77; p < 0.02) showed the Accuracy 
and Appropriate Length problem claims to be significant predictors of FA candidacy rejection. A similar 
analysis of the Korean Wikipedia (model fit likelihood ratio: χ2 = 15.84; p < 0.03) identified the Accuracy 
and Prose (Well-Written) quality problems as statistically significant predictors of negative quality 
judgments. In the English Wikipedia, however, none of the problem types was a statistically significant 
predictor of FA candidacy rejection. 

In the next step, the researchers regressed the quality problem types on the version of Wikipedia (i.e., 
language version) using multinomial logistic regression. The English Wikipedia was used as a baseline. 
The regression analysis confirmed (model fit likelihood ratio: χ2 = 176.18; p < 0.0001) that the problem 
claim type distributions in the Arabic and Korean Wikipedias differed significantly from the type 
distributions in the English Wikipedia. The analysis revealed that the presence of Accuracy, 
Completeness, Consistency, Image, and Prose problem claims increased the odds of the FA candidate 
being from the English Wikipedia, compared with the Arabic and Korean Wikipedias (p < 0.05). 
Likewise, having Prose (Well-Written) and Verifiability problem claims increased the odds of Wikipedia 
being Korean, compared with Arabic (p < 0.05). Thus, the English and Korean Wikipedia communities 
had a more detailed or nuanced active model of IQ than the Arabic Wikipedia. 

Kruskal-Wallis tests of the FA candidate and random article samples showed significant dependence 
(p < 0.001) of most of the article edit-based measures (Number of Editors, Number of Edits, Number of 
Adjacent Pages, Number of Edits by Registered Users) on the version of Wikipedia.  

In addition, several earlier studies of the English Wikipedia suggested that the Number of Editors, 
Number of Edits, and Number of Edits by Registered Users could be used as indirect measures of the 
quality of an article (e.g., Lih, 2004; Stvilia et al., 2005; Wilkinson & Huberman, 2007). To test whether 
these measures had the same relationships with quality in different Wikipedias, the study used logit 
analysis to regress the values of the measures for the FA candidates on the outcomes of the votes. The 
analysis revealed that only the logit model of the Korean Wikipedia was statistically significant (model fit 
likelihood ratio: χ2 = 14.33; p < 0.003). Furthermore, although all three measures maintained the same 
sign for the relationship across the three Wikipedias, only the Number of Editors and the Number of Edits 
were significant predictors of FA promotion, and only in the Korean Wikipedia sample (see Table 3). 
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Table 3. Relationships between edit-based measures and FA promotion (180 FA candidates). The ‘+’ 
sign indicates a positive relationship between the measure and FA promotion decision, while the ‘-‘ sign 
means that an increase of the measure decreases the odds of FA promotion. 

Metric Arabic English Korean 
Number of Editors − − −a 
Number of Edits + + +a 
Number of Edits by Registered Users − − − 

aIndicates that the measure is a statistically significant (p < 0.05) predictor of FA promotion in a particular Wikipedia version. 
 

A multinomial logistic regression of the aggregate set of edit-based measures of FA candidates on the 
three Wikipedias (model fit likelihood ratio: χ2 = 176.18; p < 0.0001) showed that increasing the Number 
of Edits increased the odds of an FA candidate being from English Wikipedia compared with the Arabic 
or Korean Wikipedia (p < 0.01). However, the Number of Edits by Registered Users was a positive 
indicator of the article being from the Arabic and Korean Wikipedias (p < 0.01), compared with the 
English Wikipedia. 

A multinomial logistic regression analysis of the random samples of articles from the three 
Wikipedias showed somewhat different relationships among the measures and the version of Wikipedia. 
In contrast to the FA candidates, random Arabic and Korean articles had a smaller Number of Editors and 
Number of Edits by Registered Users but a larger Number of Edits than English articles (Table 4). In 
addition, the randomly selected articles from the Arabic Wikipedia had a smaller Number of Edits by 
Registered Users (or a larger Number of Edits by Anonymous Users) but a larger Number of Editors than 
the Korean articles. Furthermore, the English Wikipedia articles were more sparsely connected to each 
other through shared editors than were the Arabic and Korean articles—an increase in the Number of 
Adjacent Pages decreased the odds of the article being from the English Wikipedia. 

To quantify the similarities (or differences) between the extracted IQ models and the cultural 
characteristics of the Wikipedia communities, the researchers used similarity metrics from information 
retrieval. In particular, the Cosine Angular similarity metric was used, and was calculated as follows: 
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where x and y indicate the Wikipedia models (quality or culture), and d is the individual dimension or 
criterion. In the active quality models, d is a normalized frequency of a particular quality IQ problem 
claim type, whereas in the cultural models, d stands for a Hofstede dimension (ITIM International, 1967–
2009). 

The analysis showed that the Cosine similarity score between Korean culture and U.S. culture was 
lower (i.e., the cultures were more dissimilar) than the cosine scores for the other two pairs of Wikipedias, 
Arabic and English, or Arabic and Korean (see Table 5). Because the Hofstede criteria website did not list 
a score for the Long-Term Orientation dimension for the Arab World, this dimension was not used in the 
calculation. 

To assess similarity at the community level, the researchers used cosine similarity scores for the 
following article edit-based measures: Number of Editors, Number of Edits, Number of Internal Links, 
Number of Edits by Registered Users, and Number of Adjacent Articles. In particular, 500 articles were 
randomly selected from each Wikipedia, and values on the measures for each article from one sample 
were matched with values on the measures for every article in the other sample, resulting in 250,000 pairs 
of value sets for each Wikipedia pair. Next, multinomial logistic regression was applied to cosine 
similarity scores for the value set pairs to explore the relationships among the Cosine similarity score 
distributions and the Wikipedia pairs, as well as to produce similarity-based rankings of the pairs. The 
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regression analysis (model fit likelihood ratio: χ2 = 74,839; p < 0.0001) showed a significant dependence 
of the Cosine similarity scores on the pairs of Wikipedias. The analysis revealed that the Arabic and 
Korean Wikipedias were the most similar to one another at the community level. That is, an increase in 
the value of a Cosine similarity measure increased the odds of the pair being of the Arabic and Korean 
Wikipedias compared with the other pairs of Wikipedias (p < 0.001). In addition, the analysis showed that 
the Korean and English pairs had higher Cosine similarity scores than the Arabic and English pairs (see 
Table 5).  

Similarly, multinomial logistic regression analysis of the active quality models (model fit likelihood 
ratio: χ2 = 940.37; p < 0.0001) showed that the Wikipedia pairs differed significantly in their Cosine 
similarity score distributions (p < 0.001). However, for the IQ models, the Korean and English 
Wikipedias had the most similar IQ problem claim distributions, followed by the Arabic and English pairs 
and the Arabic and Korean pairs. 

 
Table 4. Multinomial logistical regression test of dependence of the edit-based measures on the 
Wikipedia version (Arabic, English, or Korean)a 

Measures RRR Std. Err. z P > z 
Arabic/English     
 Number of Editors 0.936 0.013 −4.77 0.000 
 Number of Edits 1.029 0.008 3.73 0.000 
 Number of Adjacent Pages 1.054 0.003 18.87 0.000 
 Number of Internal Links 1.007 0.002 4.00 0.000 
 Number of Edits by Registered Users 0.918 0.010 −7.79 0.000 
Korean/English     
 Number of Editors 0.870 0.013 −9.19 0.000 
 Number of Edits 1.028 0.009 3.18 0.001 
 Number of Adjacent Pages 1.055 0.003 19.22 0.000 
 Number of Internal Links 1.009 0.002 5.41 0.000 
 Number of Edits by Registered Users 0.942 0.011 −5.13 0.000 
English/Arabic     
 Number of Editors 1.069 0.015 4.77 0.000 
 Number of Edits 0.972 0.007 −3.73 0.000 
 Number of Adjacent Pages 0.949 0.003 −18.87 0.000 
 Number of Internal Links 0.993 0.002 −4 0.000 
 Number of Edits by Registered Users 1.089 0.012 7.79 0.000 
Korean/Arabic     
 Number of Editors 0.930 0.013 −5.3 0.000 
 Number of Edits 0.999 0.006 −0.21 0.833 
 Number of Adjacent Pages 1.001 0.001 1.74 0.082 
 Number of Internal Links 1.002 0.001 2.21 0.027 
 Number of Edits by Registered Users 1.026 0.009 2.85 0.004 

 aModel fit likelihood ratio: χ2 = 1,654.39, p < 0.0001; sample size = 3,000 articles. 
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Table 5. Pair-wise similarity rankings for the Wikipediasa 
Levels of comparison 1 2 3 
Culture Arabic 

Korean 
Arabic 
English 

Korean 
English 

Community Arabic 
Korean 

Korean 
English 

Arabic 
English 

Active Quality Model Korean 
English 

Arabic 
English 

Arabic 
Korean 

 aCosine angular similarity measure was used. For each level of comparison, the pairs are arranged in decreasing order of 
similarity, from 1 to 3.  

 
The content analysis of FA votes showed a desire by the Wikipedia communities to encourage 

members to write and promote articles on local topics and priorities. A few editors in Arabic Wikipedia 
expressed dissatisfaction with having articles on non-Arabic topics nominated for FA status: 

“We need encyclopedia articles that interest Arabic readers. . . . I wish you have made this effort to write 
about a subject that benefits your people.”  

Indeed, the percentage of FA candidates on topics of local importance in the Arabic Wikipedia was only 
9/60 × 100 = 15%, whereas in the Korean Wikipedia, this number was 13/60 × 100 = 21%. Despite this 
dissatisfaction, the statistical analysis (Kruskal-Wallis test) did not reveal a significant relationship 
(influence) between topic locality and FA vote outcomes or results in either the Arabic or Korean 
Wikipedia. 

The content analysis also suggested that a considerable exchange of content had taken place among 
the Wikipedias: 

“Just look at the English version of this article and you will know why [the article cannot be FA].”  
“I just saw that this is a featured article—it would be nice if the major parts could be ported to the English 
Wikipedia. From there it could find its way into the other Wikipedias as well. :)” 

The analysis of editor pages revealed translation as one of the most frequently performed tasks, 
particularly in Korean Wikipedia. Analysis of the random samples showed that the subject overlap (i.e., 
having articles on the same topic) with English Wikipedia was higher in Korean Wikipedia than in Arabic 
Wikipedia (59 vs. 48%). In addition, the Korean Wikipedia articles had a significantly higher Number of 
Shared Editors with English Wikipedia than did the Arabic Wikipedia articles. Differences on the Jaccard 
similarity scores for the Number of Shared Editors with the English Wikipedia was not statistically 
significant, however (see Table 6). Also, the portion of shared contributors in the total Number of Editors 
was not high in either Wikipedia: 9% in the Arabic Wikipedia, and 13% in the Korean Wikipedia. The 
Jaccard similarity scores were calculated as follows: (N ∩ E)/(N ∪ E), where N refers to the editor set in 
the non-English (Arabic or Korean) Wikipedia sample and E refers to the editor set of the English 
Wikipedia version. 

 
Table 6. Kruskal-Wallis test of dependence of the Number of Shared Editors with the English Wikipedia 
on the language version for the Korean and Arabic Wikipediasa 

 

Jaccard scores for 
Number of 

Shared Editors 

Total Number of 
Editors in non-English 

versions 

Number of Shared 
Editors with English 

version 
Chi-square 3.32 2.94 8.94 
df 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Asymp. sig. 0.068 0.086 0.003 

aThe combined set of random samples was 2,000 articles. Only 352 articles (174 Korean and 178 Arabic) shared editors with the 
English Wikipedia. The 178 Arabic articles had total of 1345 editors and 133 shared editors. The 174 Korean articles had total of 
964 editors and 144 shared editors.  
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Discussion 
The understanding of IQ is context dependent. The same information could be evaluated as being of 
different quality in different contexts. Based on an analysis of the previous literature, a set of research 
questions and hypotheses was developed to investigate the relationship between context change and IQ 
evaluation in Wikipedia.  

The first research question sought to identify what IQ models were used by the different Wikipedias 
and how those models were related to each other. In an effort to answer this question, both formal 
(published) and latent models of quality extracted from FA candidate vote logs were analyzed. Results 
showed that differences among the extracted (active) models of IQ of the Wikipedias were statistically 
significant and thus supported the first hypothesis (H1). The Wikipedia communities differed both in the 
set of quality virtues by which articles were examined and in the weight placed on those virtues when 
making FA promotion decisions. The values for article edit process measures also showed a significant 
dependence on the version of Wikipedia. 

The second research question was concerned with identifying measures that could be used to assess 
IQ directly or indirectly, and whether IQ measurements were transferable from one Wikipedia context to 
another. The researchers looked at three article edit-based measures: the Number of Edits, the Number of 
Editors, and the Number of Edits by Registered Users. For the FA candidates, results showed that the 
measures were consistent in their relationship with FA promotion decisions (see Table 2). The Number of 
Edits was positively related to quality (FA promotion) in all the Wikipedias, thus supporting the second 
hypothesis (H2). This result is also in line with some earlier studies on the English Wikipedia, which 
showed that the Number of Edits was positively correlated with IQ (Wilkinson & Huberman, 2007). The 
third hypothesis (H3), however, was not supported. The Number of Editors and the Number of Edits by 
Registered Users were negatively related to FA promotion. Although earlier studies of the English 
Wikipedia (e.g., Lih, 2004) suggested that the Number of Editors could be positively related to quality, 
more recent studies by Kittur et al. (2007) and Kittur and Kraut (2008) showed that the relationship 
between the Number of Editors and quality in the English Wikipedia was more nuanced. They found that 
an increase in the size of an article’s editorial group had a positive impact on quality only when a small 
core of editors performed the majority of editorial work. Future research examining the dynamics 
between the Number of Editors and IQ could help define optimal and critical values for the measure for 
each Wikipedia. The optimal value would define the level above which the benefit of adding an editor 
would be lower than an increase in the coordination cost.  

The analysis of the random samples showed that the distributions of edit-based measures of the 
random samples were different from the distributions of FA candidates. The randomly selected Arabic 
and Korean articles had a higher Number of Edits but a smaller Number of Editors and Number of Edits 
by Registered Users than the randomly selected English articles (Table 4). If the Number of Edits were 
accepted as a “global” indirect indicator of quality, then the findings could be interpreted as meaning that 
randomly selected articles from the English Wikipedia were of lower quality than randomly selected 
articles from the Korean and Arabic Wikipedias. A manual evaluation and comparison of the IQ of 
randomly selected articles from the Wikipedias could provide more insight into this issue and could help 
confirm or reject this hypothesis.  

The third research question was concerned with the relationship between the degree of similarity in 
cultural characteristics and the degree of similarity in IQ models. The findings were not that conclusive, 
as in the case of the first question. Although the analysis showed that the Arabic and Korean Wikipedias 
as were the most similar at the cultural and community levels, the active IQ models of the Korean and 
English Wikipedias emerged as the closest to each other (see Table 5). Thus, the fourth hypothesis (H4) 
was not supported.  
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The study used the edit based measures to evaluate similarity of the Wikipedias at the community 
level. At the time of analysis, the Arabic and Korean Wikipedias had similar sizes (i.e., within the same 
scale or order of magnitude) of article collections, whereas the number articles in the English Wikipedia 
was almost two orders of magnitude greater. In addition, the English Wikipedia articles were more 
sparsely connected to each other through shared editors than were the Arabic and Korean Wikipedia 
articles. The finding that the Arabic and Korean Wikipedias were more similar at the community level 
suggests a possible relationship between the size of the Wikipedia database and community, and the 
structure and information work patterns of the community. Also, further research is needed to investigate 
whether and how differences in the size of the article databases and the size of communities might 
influence the IQ models of the communities and their decision making. 

Results revealed that the Arabic Wikipedia had the same formal model for quality as the English 
Wikipedia. In practice, however, the Arabic Wikipedia was less similar to the English Wikipedia than the 
Korean Wikipedia on the distribution of the quality virtues the communities used to examine FA 
candidates. The difference could be related to the Korean Wikipedia sharing a higher percentage of 
editors with the English Wikipedia than the Arabic Wikipedia. A qualitative study focusing on 
international editors or “boundary crossers” could offer additional insight into the role of those editors 
and their effect on the convergence of understanding of IQ among different cultures and communities.  

Furthermore, in a previous study, Rask (2007) found a correlation between the Human Development 
Index and Wikipedia participation rates. Possible future research might investigate whether differences in 
the active quality models and differences in the community level measures (i.e. the edit based measures) 
could be related to differences in socioeconomic variables of the nations associated with these 
Wikipedias.  

Finally, the study showed that substantial subject overlap and content sharing were taking place 
among the Wikipedias. At the same time, more than 40% of articles in the Korean Wikipedia and more 
than 50% of articles in the Arabic Wikipedia were on topics that did not have matching versions in the 
English (global) Wikipedia. This finding points to the importance of non-English Wikipedias as valuable 
sources of knowledge and information. It also underscores the need for mechanisms of cross-Wikipedia 
IQ evaluation, selection, and aggregation. 

The study has certain limitations. A convenience sample of only three Wikipedias was examined, out 
of more than 150 existing Wikipedias. The selection of these particular Wikipedias for the analysis was 
determined by the language expertise available in the research team. In addition, when exploring the 
communities’ understanding of IQ and value structure for IQ, the researchers relied solely on content 
analysis of the FA vote logs - one of many IQ assurance processes and decisions in the Wikipedias. 
Furthermore, each sample was coded by a single coder proficient in a particular Wikipedia language. Use 
of multiple coders would increase the reliability of the results. To measure the cultural similarity among 
the Arabic, English, and Korean Wikipedias, the researchers used Hofstede’s cultural dimension scores 
for the Arab world, the United States, and South Korea (ITIM International, 1967–2009). None of these 
scores represents a complete set of nations that speak a particular language used in Wikipedias. In 
addition, it is not known how well Hofstede’s scores represent the cultures of open, online communities 
such as Wikipedia, where there are no geographic boundaries and editors from different cultures can 
contribute to different Wikipedias. It is important to note that the article edit-based measurements used in 
this study were generated by screen scraping and parsing the edit history entries of the articles. The 
information extracted from these history entries is only an approximation of actual editor identities. It is 
not necessary for an individual to be logged on or even registered to make an edit. In addition, the same 
individual can be registered and make edits under more than one name within the same Wikipedia or 
different Wikipedias. Agreement between the current research findings and results of prior research points 
to the validity of this work. However, replicating the study with larger samples and with different 
Wikipedias would strengthen the results. 
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Conclusion 
This study represents an initial exploration into the issue of IQ evaluation across different cultural and 
community contexts. These findings provide valuable insight into the understanding of IQ by three 
Wikipedia communities. Results of the study also contribute to a better understanding of the problems of 
automatic IQ evaluation, IQ measurement reuse, and measurement of information context similarity. The 
study findings can benefit different classes of information providers, intermediaries and end-users  (e.g. 
data managers, librarians, journalists) for whom information and metadata quality evaluation, 
maintenance, and quality based information selection are essential tasks.  

Results showed that different Wikipedia communities may have different models for quality. Results 
also showed the feasibility of using some of the article edit-based metrics in automatic measurement of IQ 
across different Wikipedia contexts. Future work may include defining information and community type-
specific profiles consisting of IQ models, metric definitions (along with baseline and critical values), and 
adaptors for IQ context and measurement translation and aggregation.  

The study also developed a hierarchical model for context similarity measurement. The Hofstede 
cultural dimensions were used to represent the cultural level of the model. Future work may include 
extending the model by adding additional socio-economic indices (e.g. Human Development Index), and 
testing it with different samples of information systems. 
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